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Employee Attributions of the “Why” of HR Practices: Their Effects on Employee Attitudes and Behaviors, and Customer Satisfaction

Introduction

Strategic human resources management (SHRM) researchers have sought to understand the ways in which a firm's human resource (HR) practices are associated with its performance, and they have amassed impressive research on the topic over the last two decades. Research has generally supported the notion that when appropriately designed, HR practices can help organizations enhance their performance. However, as Wright and Nishii (in press) note, this research has contributed little to our theoretical understanding of how HR practices and performance relate; much more research that examines variables that might be involved in the proverbial “black box” between HR systems and organizational performance is needed (Bowen & Ostroff, 2004; Nishii & Wright, in press; Ostroff & Bowen, 2000). Although scholars have converged in their belief that HR practices are associated with organizational outcomes through their influence on employee attitudes and behaviors (e.g., Huselid, 1995; Wright, McCormick, Sherman, & McMah, 1999; Wright, McMah, & McWilliams, 1994), Bowen and Ostroff (2004), and Nishii and Wright (in press; Wright & Nishii, in press) have recently suggested that the causal chain may be more complex than previously thought. They suggest that employees' perceptions of HR practices are likely to precede the employee attitudes and behavior links in the causal chain. That is, in order for HR practices to exert their desired effect on employee attitudes and behaviors, they first have to be perceived and interpreted subjectively by employees in ways that will engender such attitudinal and behavioral reactions. But if, as we know from psychological research, people perceive reality differently (Ichheiser, 1949; Fiske & Taylor, 1992), then we can expect that not all employees will interpret HR systems similarly. This suggests that the effect of HR practices is not likely to be automatic and always as expected; instead, their effect will reside in the meanings that employees attach to those practices.

Despite the intuitive appeal of such arguments, however, the oft-used study designs, in which managerial reports of HR practices are linked to measures of organizational performance,
have not allowed for an examination of the ways in which individuals may experience and respond differentially to HR systems within organizations (cf. Gerhart, Wright, & McMahan, 2001). Thus, empirical research which begins to explore the role of employees’ perceptions of HR practices in the causal chain is sorely needed (Wright & Nishii, in press).

In one of the most comprehensive theoretical models on the topic to date, Bowen and Ostroff (2004) argue that in order for a HR system to link to performance in desired ways, it must elicit unambiguous and shared perceptions of climate, or the behaviors that management expects, supports, and rewards. Their work is groundbreaking in their acknowledgement of the role employee perceptions play in translating HR practices into desired organizational outcomes. We build on their theory by also proposing that employees’ perceptions of HR practices are important. However, our focus diverges from theirs on climate because we focus not on employees’ perceptions about what HR practices connote with regard to the behaviors that are expected, supported, and rewarded by management, but rather on employees’ attributions for why the HR practices exist. It is possible for employees to share climate perceptions based on the HR practices they experience – for example that safety-focused behaviors are expected and rewarded (i.e., climate for safety, Zohar, 1980) – but to disagree about why those HR practices were put into place to create that climate. It could be that some employees perceive that the creation of a safety climate is motivated by management’s concern for employee well-being, while others perceive it to be motivated by a desire to cut costs associated with accidents on the job, or by external requirements imposed by regulatory bodies.

The core idea in our research is that employees respond attitudinally and behaviorally to HR practices based on the attributions they make about management’s purpose in implementing the actual HR practices. While some research attention has been paid to the desired attitudinal and behavioral reactions to HR practices (e.g., commitment, satisfaction, discretionary behaviors, productivity, absenteeism), little attention has been paid to employees’ attributions about the why of specific HR practices, the attributions upon which the attitudinal and behavioral reactions are likely based (see Koys, 1988, 1991 for exceptions). According to
social attribution theory, people can attach different meanings to social stimuli (Fiske & Taylor, 1991), and based on the way that they process these stimuli, their attitudinal and behavioral responses to that information may differ. When this logic is applied to the study of HR practices, it follows that the relationship between HR practices and employee attitudes and behaviors, and ultimately organizational performance, may depend on the attributions employees make about the motives underlying the HR practices they experience. As we describe below, we differentiate between two internal HR attributions that are expected to relate positively to employee attitudes (i.e., the attributions that HR practices are designed due to management’s intent to enhance service quality and employee well-being), and two that are expected to relate negatively to employee attitudes (i.e., the attributions that HR practices are designed due to management’s interest in cost reduction and exploiting employees), as well as between these internal HR attributions and an external attribution that HR practices are designed in response to situational pressures that are external to management (i.e., the attribution that HR practices are designed to comply with union requirements).

Given previous attention to satisfaction, commitment, and organizational citizenship behaviors (OCBs) as representing desired employee responses to HR practices (e.g., Arthur, 1992, 1994; Huselid, 1995; Jackson & Schuler, 1995; Tsui, Pearce, Porter, & Tripoli, 1997), we focus in this study on the relationships between HR Attributions and satisfaction and commitment at the individual-level of analysis. Consistent with past research, we further propose that while satisfaction and commitment are attitudes that originate at the individual-level of analysis, they become shared among unit members through a number of social processes (Ostroff, 1992). These emergent unit-level attitudes in turn influence unit-level OCBs and valued performance outcomes; in the current study, we focus on customer satisfaction. There are two possible ways to test the proposed conceptual links involving HR Attributions. The first is to examine the relationship between HR practices, HR Attributions and outcome variables across firms. The second is to examine the effect of HR Attributions on firm performance across units within an organization—as long as equivalent performance measures are available.
across all units. We chose the latter approach for the current study because it allows us to hold HR practices, executive leadership, and other important organizational context factors relatively constant across units of analysis, thereby making HR Attributions the focus of the study. The organization that participated in our research was chosen precisely because it is structured around departments as the unit of analysis, has enough departments to enable meaningful within-organization tests of the proposed relationships, and consistent customer satisfaction data across departments were available.

Theoretical Background and Hypotheses

Research on causal attributions has a long history, dating back to early work by Heider (1958), Jones and Davis (1965), and Kelley (1967), and voluminous subsequent work conducted by psychologists and by scholars from other disciplines who applied attribution theory to their specific areas of inquiry. Attribution theory is primarily concerned with the generic causal principles that people use to explain people’s behavior or events, whereas attributional theories are concerned with specific attributions that people make in a particular life domain. The distinction is important because though attributional theories draw inspiration from attribution theory, attribution theory as originally developed describes generic, content-free processes that rarely apply to the attributional processes that actually unfold in specific content domains wherein people utilize domain-specific knowledge structures to guide the attribution process rather than content-free attributional principles (Hilton & Slugoski, 1986). Thus, while some of the basic building blocks of attribution theory may be useful for thinking about attributions of HR practices, others are not. This is particularly true because attribution theory focuses on causal explanations for one’s own behavior, others’ behavior, or episodic events, whereas our construct of HR attributions refers to employees’ causal explanations for HR practices to which they are exposed on an ongoing basis. Thus, many of the principles which help explain the way people arrive at causal explanations for behavior or episodic events do not generalize to the case of HR attributions. Indeed, Lord and Smith (1983) cautioned researchers from over-generalizing attribution theories to organizational research, and urge scholars to build
context-specific attributional models instead. Nevertheless, we first describe some of the main principles of generic attribution theory before turning to the more specific case of our attributional theory of HR practices.

Causal Attributions

Early theorists in this area proposed that people have a basic need to predict and control the environment, and that understanding the causes of behaviors and/or events helps people to do so (Heider, 1958). Furthermore, they argued that understanding attributions is critical because people's interpretations of the causes of behavior and events determine their subsequent attitudes and behaviors (Kelley & Michela, 1980). According to Heider (1958), one of the fundamental considerations for explaining why someone behaved as he or she did is whether the locus of causality is internal or external to the person (i.e., dispositional or environmental). When the behavior is thought to have been caused by dispositional factors, the behavior is more informative, and is believed by perceivers to be a more reliable predictor of future behavior (Jones & Davis, 1965). Therefore, internal attributions tend to be more strongly associated with other cognitions, feelings, and behavior (Jones, et al., 1972; Weiner et al., 1972) than external attributions, which, according to the discounting rule, reveal less about the underlying motivation of the behavior (Kelly & Michela, 1980). Other factors are also thought to influence the impact of attributions on associated attitudes and behaviors. For example, observed behavior is thought to be more informative as it decreases in social desirability, because when observed behaviors are socially desirable, there is a greater chance that the behavior represents the constraints of the situation (i.e., influence of norms or social expectations) rather than some aspect of the actor's choice or disposition (Jones, Davis, & Gergen, 1961; Jones & McGillis, 1976). Also, the more stable one perceives the cause of a behavior or event to be (i.e., whether it is likely to change in the future), the more pronounced the effect of that behavior/event, and the more an observer perceives the actor as having control over the behavior/event, the stronger the resulting effect (Weiner, 1979).
A model of HR Attributions

We define HR Attributions as causal explanations that employees make regarding management’s motivations for using particular HR practices, and argue that employees’ HR attributions have important consequences for their commitment and satisfaction. Consistent with existing attribution theories (e.g., (Hdier, 1958; Jones & Davis, 1965), we first distinguish between internal and external HR attributions, since external attributions have been found to be less influential for observer attitudes and behaviors than internal attributions. In some earlier work, Koys (1988, 1991) also differentiated between internal and external causal explanations for HR practices. He suggested that HRM activities that are done “out of a spirit of justice” or “to attract and retain employees” at their companies represented internal attributions, while perceptions that HRM activities were done to “encourage individual or organizational performance” or “to comply with government relations” were examples of external causal explanations. Although it is unclear why Koys chose this particular set of causal explanations to study, and why “to encourage individual or organizational performance” represents an external attribution, his empirical results largely confirmed the hypothesis that internal causal explanations are positively related to commitment while external causal explanations are unrelated to commitment.

We build on Koys’ (1988, 1991) work by also making a distinction between internal and external HR attributions, but beyond this distinction, we argue that internal attributions are likely to be multi-dimensional. In order to develop a typology of internal HR attributions, we turned to the SHRM literature to identify the often discussed causes for why management adopts the HR practices that it does. Two main themes, which differ from those proposed by Koys (1988, 1991), emerged as being particularly relevant. The first involves the strategic or business-related goals that underlie HR practices. The SHRM literature is replete with discussions concerning the distinction between “quality enhancement” and “cost reduction” strategies (e.g., Arthur, 1992, 1994; Porter, 1980; Schuler & Jackson, 1987), with the assumption being that employers adopt HR practices that are most likely to channel employee attitudes and behaviors
to be aligned with the business strategy (Jackson & Schuler, 1995). Therefore, we include HR attributions reflecting the “service quality enhancement” and “cost reduction” strategic foci in our typology. Second, SHRM researchers have also differentiated HR systems based on the underlying employee-oriented philosophy held by management (e.g., Lepak, Taylor, Tekleab, & Marrone, 2002; Osterman, 1994). A philosophy aimed at maximizing employee well-being has been differentiated from a philosophy aimed at maximizing employee efficiency. Thus, we include HR attributions related to each of these philosophies in our typology, depicted in Table 1. It is important to note that while managerial reports of both the strategic goals and employee-oriented philosophies underlying HR practices have been examined, research has yet to focus on employees’ perceptions of the extent to which these factors motivate HR practices, and thus our focus on employees’ HR attributions related to these themes represents a novel contribution to existing SHRM research.

Table 1
Typology of HR Attributions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal Attributions</th>
<th>External Attribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business/strategic goal underlying HR</strong></td>
<td><strong>Employee-oriented Philosophy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment-Focused</td>
<td>Service quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control-Focused</td>
<td>Cost Reduction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in the columns of Table 1, both the HR Attributions regarding the business goals and employee-oriented philosophies underlying HR practices are internal attributions, which refer to the perception that actions are due to factors for which the actor (management) is responsible, or over which the actor has control. In contrast, an external attribution would be one in which management is perceived as a passive recipient of external, environmental, forces (i.e., the perception that HR practices are adopted not as a function of management’s voluntary intentions but because management has to adopt certain HR practices due to external constraints). Constraints mandated by union contracts may be the most common and salient for
unionized employees, although other possibilities include EEO laws and institutional norms (i.e., the pressure to conform to HR practices being offered by competing organizations).

Turning to the rows in Table 1, we expect internal attributions to be differentiable based on whether they connote positive or negative implications for employees, with the expectation that the underlying valence of these attributions will dictate their relationship with employees’ attitudinal responses. Indeed, early attribution theory suggests that the “hedonic relevance” of a behavior (i.e., HR practice) for an observer (i.e., employee) influences the attributions that are made, such that behaviors that are perceived to benefit the perceiver result in favorable attributions, whereas behaviors that have adverse effects for the perceiver lead to unfavorable attributions (Jones & Davis, 1965). In line with social exchange principles, we expect that commitment-focused (e.g., Arthur, 1992; 1994) HR Attributions that connote positive consequences for employees (i.e., Service Quality and Employee well-being HR attributions) are likely to engender a felt obligation to reciprocate in positive and beneficial ways (cf. Ostroff & Bowen, 2000; Schmit & Allscheid, 1995; Whitener, 2001). However, when employees perceive that the intended goals of HR practices connote lower levels of concern for employees and a more cost-driven control-focus (i.e., Cost Reduction and Exploiting Employees HR attributions), lower levels of satisfaction and commitment are likely to ensue.

**HR Attributions Regarding HR Strategy**

As mentioned previously, there has been significant attention paid to the distinction between “quality enhancement” strategies and “cost reduction” strategies within the SHRM literature (e.g., Arthur, 1992, 1994; Porter, 1996; Schuler & Jackson, 1987). Consistent with the resource-based view of the firm, scholars have argued that when a firm adopts a quality enhancement HR strategy in which employees are perceived as assets required to produce high quality goods/services, large investments tend to be made in the long-term development of employee skills, management focuses on motivating employees to work hard toward quality-oriented goals, and management places the importance of employee welfare above revenues and profits (Schuler & Jackson, 1987). In contrast, when the strategic focus is on competing on
the basis of low costs, management perceives employees as costs to control, focuses on enforcing employee compliance with rules and procedures, and monitors the quantity of employee output (Bamberger & Meshoulam, 2000). Under the latter circumstances, employees are seen as replaceable workers who are part of a cost equation function and the associated HR strategy tends to focus on reducing costs associated with each employee by, for example, offering low base salaries with few perks and engaging in narrow and short-term training (Schuler & Jackson, 1987).

However, past work on these HR strategies has focused on the employer’s perspective. We build on this work by focusing on employees’ attributions regarding the HR strategy that they perceive as motivating specific HR practices. We expect that any HR practice can be viewed differently by employees in a single firm such that some employees perceive an HR practice as connoting an underlying quality HR strategy and others attribute the practice to a cost reduction HR strategy, regardless of the actual HR strategy pursued by management. For example, to some employees, a pay for performance system might communicate an underlying motivation of management to empower employees and encourage them to produce high quality products or services, and a willingness to reward employees according to their worth (Spreitzer, 1995). Such employees might make the attribution that their firm’s pay practices are motivated by a quality enhancement HR strategy. To other employees in the firm, however, the same pay for performance practice might be perceived as a means of controlling costs by getting the most employee productivity per dollar spent on labor costs (Deckop, Mangel, & Cirka, 1999). They might perceive that it is a means for management to closely monitor performance, and that compared to pay structures in which all employees of a given tenure and rank receive roughly the same pay regardless of performance, pay for performance ensures little waste for the organization. Such employees would likely make the attribution, then, that their firm’s pay practices are motivated by a cost reduction HR strategy. This example illustrates how the same HR practices may be viewed differently by employees, even within the same firm.
Thus, from an employee perspective, we draw a parallel to the commitment/control distinction within the strategic HR literature and anticipate that employees will interpret the extent to which they perceive HR practices as signaling an underlying Quality HR strategy in which employees are viewed as an asset, versus a Cost Reduction HR strategy in which employees are viewed as a cost to be controlled. We expect the extent to which employees attribute these different HR strategic priorities to their company to logically be associated with their attitudes on the job. The more employees perceive that they are viewed as assets by their employers, the more they are likely to be willing, in turn, to give back to their employers in the form of commitment to the organization (Eisenberger, Fasolo, & Davis-LaMastro, 1990).

**Hypothesis 1:** Attributions that HR practices reflect a Quality HR Strategy will be positively related to employee commitment and satisfaction.

However, we expect that when employees perceive that HR practices reflect an underlying Cost Reduction HR strategy in which the organization views employees as a cost to be minimized, corresponding levels of commitment and satisfaction will be negative (Appelbaum, Lavigne-Schmidt, Peytchev, & Shapiro, 1999).

**Hypothesis 2:** Attributions that HR practices reflect a Cost Reduction HR Strategy will be negatively related to employee commitment and satisfaction.

**HR Attributions Regarding Management’s Employee-Oriented Philosophy**

In addition to focusing on HR strategies, SHRM scholars have begun to differentiate HR systems based on the underlying HR philosophy held by management (Lepak, Taylor, Tekleab, Marrone, & Cohen, 2002; Osterman, 1994). According to strategic choice theory (Child, 1972; 1997), managers’ decisions are influenced not only by their company’s strategy and environmental pressures, but also by their ideology and philosophical values regarding how employees should be managed. For example, Osterman (1994) found that establishments that believe that they have a responsibility for enhancing employee welfare were more likely to adopt innovative work practices targeted at enhancing employee skills, commitment and motivation rather than at reducing financial costs. Similarly, Lepak and colleagues (2002) argued and
found that while business strategy is a likely determinant of the adoption of high performance work practices, a firm’s employee-oriented philosophy—specifically whether employees are viewed as an asset or as costs to be controlled—is a more proximal determinant of HR decisions.

Again, however, HR philosophies have to date been examined only from the employer’s perspective, and we focus instead on the employees’ perspective. It is reasonable to expect that employees perceive and evaluate management’s HR philosophies, and that their attributions regarding management philosophy influence the nature of the employer-employee relationship. Specifically, we expect that when employees perceive that specific HR practices are motivated by an underlying managerial philosophy of caring for employee well-being, then those employees will feel more satisfied and committed than if they perceive that management cares less about their well-being (cf. Eisenberger, et al., 1990; shore & Wayne, 1993). Thus, we expect:

*Hypothesis 3: Employee attributions that HR practices reflect a managerial philosophy that is focused on Employee Well-being will be positively related to employee commitment and satisfaction.*

In contrast to the expected positive effects of HR Attributions regarding employee well-being, the attribution that HR practices are motivated primarily by a managerial philosophy focused on exploiting, or getting the most out of employees, is likely to have negative effects on employee attitudes. Implicit in this attribution is the notion that by virtue of being focused on getting the most out of employees, management may not always have the interests of employees at heart. Employees who hold this view are likely to believe that unless investments in employees are associated with cost or efficiency savings, management will be reluctant to adopt them. Such a view is indicative of a perceived lack of intrinsic management commitment to employee development and welfare, and thus will likely be reciprocated with correspondingly lower levels of employee commitment and satisfaction. Accordingly, we expect:
**Hypothesis 4:** Employee attributions that HR practices reflect a managerial philosophy that is focused on Exploiting Employees will be negatively related to employee commitment and satisfaction.

**External Attribution: Union Compliance**

As mentioned previously, the external attribution of interest in our study is the attribution that HR practices are designed in response to legal requirements, specifically in response to union requirements. We expect that external attributions, such as the perception that the design of HR practices is a function of union requirements, will exhibit a non-significant relationship with employee attitudes for a number of reasons. First, as argued by early attribution theorists (e.g., Jones & Davis, 1965), external/situational explanations are less helpful for predicting future behavior or events than internal explanations because they are more easily subject to change than enduring internal dispositions. In addition, because compliance with union requirements is socially desirable, it provides little information about the underlying dispositional traits or values of management (Jones & McGillis, 1976) and therefore is unlikely to be related to other cognitions or behaviors on the part of employees. Furthermore, as Weiner (1979) might argue, because compliance with union requirements may be perceived as an unstable and to some extent uncontrollable cause of behavior – because union contracts are subject to change and are subject to influence from parties other than management – the attribution that concern for union compliance drives the design of HR practices should not have a pronounced effect on associated employee attitudes. Taken together, past research findings suggest that the external HR attribution that HR practices are motivated by management’s concern to comply with union requirements should be unrelated to employee satisfaction and commitment.

Even if employees were to attribute meaningful dispositional explanations to management’s efforts to comply with union requirements, both positive and negative causal explanations are possible, and thus we expect the net effect across employees to be non-significant. In some cases, employees may view management’s concern for union compliance as a signal that management values employee rights; as a result, those employees may
respect, appreciate, and value management, thereby making their Union Compliance HR attribution positively related to employee attitudes. In other cases, employees may perceive that management’s efforts to comply with union requirements suggests that management cares only about doing the bare minimum to avoid legal liability, but nothing more. In other words, it is possible for employees to have either an optimistic or cynical view of management’s commitment to union compliance. In much the same way that empowerment and participation practices in the automotive industry have been simultaneously viewed as “empowerment” or “exploitation” (whereby more is demanded of workers without concomitant increases in resources) by employees within a single organization (Babson, 1995), we too believe that the same HR attribution regarding union compliance can take on differential meanings within a single organization. It is for this reason that we expect an overall null relationship between this attribution and employee attitudes (because the positive and cynical perceptions cancel each other out). This is consistent with research which has found that there is no consistent effect of union membership on employee satisfaction (Gordon & Denisi, 1995). Therefore,

**Hypothesis 5:** Employee attributions that HR practices reflect a concern for Union Compliance will be unrelated to employee commitment and satisfaction.

**Satisfaction, Commitment, and OCBs**

A goal of HR is to impact individual attitudes and behaviors so that in the aggregate, unit and organizational performance are also enhanced; here, we focus on the effects of aggregate satisfaction and commitment on unit level customer satisfaction. Although the overwhelming majority of research on employee satisfaction and commitment has occurred at the individual-level of analysis, scholars have more recently begun to recognize that even employee attitudes such as satisfaction and commitment, which originate within individuals and therefore were assumed to be idiosyncratic, become shared by employees in work units (Harter, Schmidt, & Hayes, 2002; Currall, Towlwer, Judge, & Khon, 2005; Ostroff, 1992; Schneider, Hanges, Smith, & Salvaggio, 2003). We expect these attitudes to become shared among members of the same work unit for a number of reasons. First, unit members are likely to be exposed to a variety of
unit goals, rules and procedures, strategies, technologies, work environments, task demands, and leadership that lead to shared experiences and attitudes, which are differentiable from those of unit members in other groups. Thus, employees’ attitudes are likely to be influenced, at least in part, by factors that are shared across unit members, and which therefore account for a significant portion of shared attitudes. Second, through what Moregeson and Hoffman (1999) term the process of “double interact,” unit members come to share their attitudes and views of the organization. In essence, when an employee shares some sentiment with a colleague, who responds, the first employee responds back, and this reciprocal interaction creates collective perceptions. Third, once a unit has established a distinct character, attraction-selection-attrition dynamics (Schneider, 1987) may further accentuate similarity in attitudes across employees.

Further, we expect unit-level commitment and satisfaction will be positively associated with OCBs. Given that committed employees feel emotional attachment to the organization, it follows that they will have a greater motivation or desire to contribute behaviorally to the organization than would employees with negative affective commitment (Meyer & Allen, 1997). Similarly, satisfaction is an important predictor of OCBs, as theory suggests that whether employees give their efforts wholeheartedly to the organization and produce up to their potential depends in large part on the way they feel about their jobs and work environment (Judge, Thoresen, Bono, & Patton, 2001; Ostroff, 1992). In support of these relationships, recent meta-analyses on OCBs revealed that overall job satisfaction and organizational commitment consistently predict OCBs, and that they are among the strongest attitudinal predictors of OCBs (with correlations in the .30 range; Organ, Podsakoff & MacKenzie, 2005). Although these meta-analyses focused on individual-level relationships, it is reasonable to expect that similar relationships would hold at the group level of analysis (Ostroff, 1992; Ehrhart & Naumann, 2004).

**Hypothesis 6:** Unit-level satisfaction and commitment will be positively related to OCBs across units.
Performance Outcomes

Clearly, an ultimate goal for organizations is to enhance performance in the marketplace, often measured in terms of productivity, profits, or customer satisfaction. For service companies, one of the keys to making profits is satisfying one’s customers (Anderson, Fornell, & Lehman, 1994; Rust & Zahorik, 1993). This has been substantiated by studies showing a clear relationship between service quality, customer satisfaction, and financial returns (e.g., Hallowell, 1996; Nelson, Rust, Zahorik, Rose, Batalden, & Siemanski, 1992; Schneider, Ehrhart, Mayer, Saltz & Niles-Jolly, 2005). An impressive research stream has shown that customers’ experiences of service quality are influenced by employees’ experiences, specifically by their attitudes and behaviors (e.g, Schneider & Bowen, 1995; Schneider, Wheeler, & Cox, 1992). As stated by Rucci and his colleagues (Rucci, Kirn, & Quinn, 1997), “any person with even a little experience in retailing understands intuitively that there is a chain of cause and effect running from employee behavior to customer behavior to profits, and it’s not hard to see that behavior depends primarily on attitude (Rucci, et al., 1998; p.84). Thus, it is reasonable to expect that employees’ attitudes, and in turn OCBs, will be associated with customer satisfaction.

Researchers have focused on OCBs as being important in influencing performance because spontaneous, cooperative behaviors on the part of employees that may go beyond their formal work requirements are necessary for the accomplishment of organizational goals (Katz & Kahn, 1966). Consistent with Katz and Kahn’s (1966) claim, researchers have proposed that the difference between outstanding and mediocre service companies is that in the former, employees exert more discretionary effort and engage in organizational citizenship behaviors that favorably influence customers’ perceptions of service quality (Berry, 1999; Bowen, Schneider, & Kim, 2000; Morrison, 1997). OCBs are particularly important for customer satisfaction because the often unpredictable nature of services makes it difficult to specify beforehand the behaviors that are necessary for producing high quality service (Morrison, 1996); thus, many employee behaviors that are necessary for producing high quality service fall outside the formal job requirements of employees and are instead discretionary OCBs. Further,
Podsakoff and his colleagues (2000) suggest that OCBs enhance customer satisfaction at the unit level when employees help each other with work-related problems, thereby freeing the manager to spend more time on other productive tasks. Support for the expected relationship between OCBs and customer satisfaction has been empirically examined in a handful of studies. In a study of a restaurant chain, Koys (2001) found that OCBs at the unit level correlated .36 with service quality for that unit, and Schneider and his colleagues (2005) found a .28 relationship between OCBs and unit customer satisfaction in chain of supermarkets. A meta-analysis of OCBs by Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Paine, and Bachrach (2000) suggests an even stronger relationship, with OCBs accounting for roughly 38% of the variance in customer satisfaction indicators. Thus, accordingly, we expect:

**Hypothesis 7:** Unit-level OCBs will be positively associated with unit performance.

The relationships proposed in hypotheses 1-7 can be seen graphically in Figure 1. As shown, the individual level HR Attributions are expected to be correlated with individual attitudes and commitment. In the aggregate, unit level satisfaction and commitment are expected to be positively associated with OCBs, which will be positively related to customer satisfaction.
Figure 1:
The hypothesized model
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METHODOLOGY

Participants and Procedure

The criteria according to which we selected an organization to participate in this research was that the organization be structured around meaningful units and units with common indices of performance in order to enable tests of the hypotheses at the unit level. An additional criterion was that data from multiple sources would be available in order to reduce single source bias. Our aim was to collect HR Attributions, commitment, and satisfaction data from employees within departments, OCB data from the manager of each department, and customer satisfaction data from the customers of each department.

The organization that matched these criteria was a supermarket chain with stores that each contains approximately 18 departments. For each of these departments, customer satisfaction data were available and used as the performance measure. The uniformity of HR practices across the organization, and in particular across the 18 different types of departments, was confirmed through discussions with the head of HR for the company. A single document detailing the organization’s HR policies and practices is considered to be applicable to all employees, and the presence of a union in the supermarket chain further enhances the likelihood that common rules and guidelines are familiar to all across the units.

After study measures were finalized with focus groups to ensure understandability and relevance with regard to language, participants voluntarily completed the surveys during work hours. In order to assure respondents of the confidentiality of their responses, all completed surveys were sent directly to the researchers rather than to corporate headquarters. Respondents indicated the department within the store in which they worked. Data were collected from 4,500 employees and 1,100 department managers. Of the employees, 37% were male, 81% were Caucasian, 38% were above the age of 40, and 65% had been at the company for fewer than 5 years. Of the department managers, 48% were male, 94% were Caucasian, and 60% had been at the company for fewer than 5 years. Over 90% of the respondents were from unionized stores, thereby making comparisons based on unionization
impossible; therefore, only unionized stores were included in the analyses. The final sample included 4208 employees and 1010 department managers, nested within 362 departments across 95 stores.

Measures

**HR Attributions.** As a first step toward developing a measure of HR Attributions, we first informally surveyed 25 organizational scholars asking them to brainstorm on the different possible attributions that employees might make for HR practices. We asked that they base their responses on their own experiences and the experiences of others, as well as on what they know of the research literature. There was considerable overlap across respondents, and the responses that we received could be categorized into themes that were closely aligned with the typology of 5 HR Attributions that we developed based on the literature. Thus, we felt confident about proceeding to test our typology of HR attributions. In order to do so, we developed measures of the five proposed HR attributions, as there are no existing measures of HR Attributions. An item representing each of the five proposed HR Attributions of theoretical interest was included for each of 5 main HR practice areas: staffing, training, benefits, pay, and performance appraisals. That is, for each HR practice respondents were asked to indicate the degree to which the HR practice was designed in order to 1) enhance (service) quality; 2) keep costs down; 3) promote employee well-being; 4) get the most work out of employees; and 5) comply with union requirements. We also included an item each for the two HR attribution categories that emerged from our informal poll of organizational scholars but which we had not originally included in our typology: the extent to which each HR practice was designed in order to 6) keep up with what other companies are doing, and 7) to produce a positive image in the marketplace and earn the company a reputation for being a leader in the industry.

In a first round of 5 focus groups in which we piloted our measure, employees and department managers were asked to provide feedback on the content and wording of the HR Attribution items. Specifically, they were asked to comment on items that were unclear or that were not directly relevant to the organization, and were also asked to indicate whether there
might be other HR attributions worth including in our survey. Their feedback centered around 3 main issues. First, with regard to the content of the HR attributions, they did not identify other HR attributions that they thought we should include in our survey. However, the majority of focus group participants told us that they do not know what other companies (particularly not competing supermarket chains) are doing with respect to the HR practices about which we inquired, and thus they suggested that it would be less confusing to survey participants if we excluded the attributions relating to institutional pressures (HR attribution 6, above) and public reputation (attribution 7, above), both which require some understanding of HR trends in the marketplace. Second, focus group participants struggled with the wording of the item we had written to represent the Exploiting Employees HR Attribution. Consistent with conceptualizations of employee-oriented philosophies (Lepak, et al., 2002), we originally asked employees about the extent to which HR practices were designed to control, monitor, and/or direct employee behavior. However, based on their input, the item was reworded to ask about the extent to which employees perceived that HR practices were designed to “get the most work out of employees.” Finally, in regard to the HR practices about which we inquired, focus group participants explained that due to the heavy union presence, employees do not undergo formal performance appraisals, and thus explained that this was not an appropriate HR practices on which to focus. Instead, employees described scheduling (i.e., number of hours per employee, number of employees per shift) as being an important HR practice with consequences for employee attitudes and behavior. Therefore, scheduling was included in place of performance appraisals as one of the 5 HR practices.

In a second round of 5 focus groups, we piloted our revised measure of HR attributions. We presented an item representing each of the 5 HR Attributions we originally proposed, and asked respondents to evaluate each of 5 HR practices—staffing, training, benefits, pay, and scheduling—with regard to the extent to which they perceived each of the 5 HR Attributions as being relevant. Thus, respondents answered a total of 25 questions: 5 HR attribution questions for each of 5 HR practices. As can be seen in Appendix 1, the HR Attribution items were
organized by HR practice and not by HR Attribution (i.e., 5 attributions were listed for each of 5 HR practices. We did not receive any comments to suggest that further revisions to our measures were necessary, thus we collected data using these 25 items. Each of the items was rated on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1=not at all, to 5=to a great extent, indicating the extent to which the respondents perceived each of the HR Attributions to be relevant for the HR practices.

We conducted a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to examine how well the data fit the proposed 5 factor structure of HR Attributions. Specifically, the 5 items (1 for each HR practice) referencing the service quality attribution were loaded onto a single factor, the 5 items referencing the cost reduction attribution were loaded onto a single factor, and so on. Results indicated relatively poor fit ($\chi^2_{(233)}=6394.17$; CFI=.82; RSMEA=.09; SRMR=.07), and the modification indices suggested that a primary reason for poor fit was that the Service Quality and Employee Well-being factors were highly correlated, and thus we ran a subsequent model in which the HR Attribution items were loaded onto 4 factors: a combined Service Quality and Employee Well-being factor, and the proposed Cost Reduction, Exploiting Employees, and Union Compliance factors. The fit for this model was acceptable ($\chi^2_{(213)}=3708.27$; CFI=.90; RSMEA=.07; SRMR=.06), and was significantly better ($\chi^2_{(1)}=2685.9; p<.01$) than for the 5-factor model.

Although Service Quality and Employee Well-being were hypothesized to comprise separate factors, it is not altogether surprising that the results of the CFA suggested that they should be combined, for service researchers maintain that in order for service employees to deliver quality service, they must feel that they are treated well by their companies (Morrision, 1997; Schneider & Bowen, 1995). Thus, HR practices that signal the importance of service quality should also signal the importance of employee well-being in order to be maximally effective; from the employees’ perspective, then, if they perceive that the underlying managerial goals of HR practices is to “help employees deliver quality service,” then they apparently also perceive that HR practices are designed with the goal of maximizing employee well-being.
Moreover, it is likely that these two sets of items factored together because of their shared concern for people: a concern for employees and for customers. Indeed, we had grouped these two HR attributions together conceptually in Table 1 based on their shared “commitment-enhancing” focus. Thus, we labeled this combined HR attribution “Quality and employee enhancement HR Attribution.” Cronbach’s alpha for this factor was $\alpha = .91$.

In order to recognize the possibility that the Cost Reduction and Exploiting Employees HR attributions might also similarly be combined to reflect their shared “control” focus, we also tested a 3 factor attributions model containing a concern for people factor (Service quality and employee well-being HR attributions combined), control-focused factor (Cost reduction and Exploiting Employees HR attributions combined), and neutral, external attribution factor (Union compliance HR attribution). We found that the fit was good ($\chi^2_{(194)}=2439.03; \text{CFI}=.91; \text{RMSEA}=.06; \text{SRMR}=.06$), and was significantly better ($\chi^2\Delta_{(17)}=404.63$) than the 4 factor model just reported. In recognition of these results, we combined the Cost Reduction and Exploiting Employees HR attributions into a single factor named “Cost and employee exploitation HR Attribution.” Cronbach’s alpha for this factor was $\alpha = .82$, and for the Union Compliance scale it was $\alpha = .79$.

**Affective commitment and satisfaction.** At the individual level of analysis, Affective commitment was measured using 4 items adapted from the well-established scale by Meyer, Allen, and Smith (1993). An example item is, “I feel a strong sense of ‘belonging’ to [company name].” Cronbach’s alpha was $\alpha = .92$. As for employee satisfaction, of interest in this study was employees’ satisfaction with their overall position as an employee of a company. Some authors have argued in favor of global measures over sums of facet satisfaction measures (e.g., Ironson, Smith, Brannick, Gibson, & Paul, 1989), and therefore we measured satisfaction using an adapted version of the gender-neutral single-item Faces Scale (Dunham & Herman, 1975). Contrary to popular thought in our field, that single-item measures are undesirable due to poor reliability, Wanous, Reichers, and Hudy (1997) conducted a meta-analysis in which they utilized
the correction for attenuation formula to conclude that, at a minimum, the estimated reliability for
single-item measures of satisfaction is close to .70.

Preliminary analyses suggested that commitment and satisfaction were highly correlated
\( r = .50; p < .01 \), and thus we conducted a CFA at the individual-level of analysis to see whether
a model in which the two attitude variables were combined was superior to one in which they
were not. Assuming a 3 factor solution for the HR attribution items, as described above, we
compared a 4 factor model (in which satisfaction and commitment are combined) to a 5 factor
model (in which satisfaction and commitment are kept separate) and found the more
parsimonious 4 factor solution (\( \chi^2_{(316)} = 2930.26; \) CFI = .92; RMSEA = .05; SRMR = .06) was a
significantly better fitting model (\( \chi^2_{(317)} = 3724.20; \) CFI = .90; RMSEA = .06; SRMR = .08). An exploratory factor analysis confirmed this result, as a
single employee attitudes factor representing the 4 affective commitment items and 1 global
satisfaction item emerged and explained 71% of the variance. Thus, for simplicity's sake, we
proceeded to test study hypotheses using this combined \textit{Employee Attitudes} factor rather than
treating commitment and satisfaction separately. The reliability for this combined scale was \( \alpha = .90 \).

Group-level employee attitudes were expected to follow the fuzzy composition
(Kozlowski & Klein, 2000) or referent-shift (Chan, 1998) model of composition/aggregation,
according to which the group-level construct is expected to differ in subtle ways from the
individual-level construct due to the influence of higher-level contextual influences that are not
captured by the lower-level construct (e.g. shared contextual features, group tasks, group
leadership, etc.; Bliese, 2000). In order to justify the aggregation of the employee attitudes
scale (combined employee commitment and satisfaction) to the unit-level of analysis, we
calculated ICC-(1) and ICC-(2) values (Bartko, 1976; James, 1982) as well as the \( r_{wg} \) statistic
using a uniform distribution as the null distribution (James, Demaree, & Wolf, 1984). The ICC-
(1) was .06, the ICC-(2) was .36, and the mean \( r_{wg} \) was .77. The ICC-(1) and rwg values were
within the recommended range of .05-.20 (Bliese, 2000) and above .60 (James, 1982),
respectively. The ICC-(2) value, which assesses the reliability of the group means, was lower than the recommended .60 cutoff (Glick, 1985). However, the $F$ test for employee attitudes was significant ($F(361, 2873) = 1.55; p<.01$), and we used this as another index for justifying the appropriateness of aggregation (Bliese, 2000).

Although the ICC-(2) statistic was lower than the recommended cutoff, it is important to put this into perspective. In particular, the attitudes were assessed with the individual, and not the group, as the referent, since the constructs originate in the psychological processes of individuals. Thus these aggregation statistics relate to sharedness of personal attitudes, not about perceptions about an external group-level construct, the latter which is the usual focus for aggregation statistics. Thus, recall the examples of satisfaction and commitment items noted earlier. Each of those has the individual respondent as the frame of reference rather than the department so we are, indeed, aggregating personal internal reflections and not observations of the shared external world.

It is worth noting that we attempted to reduce the possibility of common method bias involving employee attitude data (i.e., HR attributions, satisfaction, and commitment) using recommended proximal and methodological separation techniques (Podsakoff et al., 2003). First, the measurement of HR attributions and employee attitudes appeared in separate sections of our survey, and were separated by different sets of instructions and by the measurement of a construct not included in this study. In addition, we separated HR attributions and employee attitudes methodologically by assessing employee satisfaction using a different scale format than that used for HR attributions and commitment. Whereas the HR attribution and commitment items utilized a 5 point Likert-type scale, satisfaction was assessed using a faces scale.

Organizational citizenship behaviors. Group-level constructs that are observable and are clearly group-level phenomena are good candidates to be measured with the group as the referent. Therefore we measured a two-dimensional categorization of OCBs consistent with Organ’s (1997) recommendation, which includes the helping and conscientiousness
dimensions. We did so using Podsakoff and colleagues’ items (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, & Fetter, 1990) re-worded with the department as the referent. The Helping dimension involves giving assistance to fellow co-workers. An example item is, “In my department, employees are always ready to lend a helping hand to other employees around them.” Cronbach’s alpha was $\alpha = .89$. The Conscientiousness dimension includes behaviors such as attendance and following rules. An example item is, “In my department, employees obey rules and regulations even when no one is watching.” Cronbach’s alpha was $\alpha = .85$. Because the two OCB dimensions were assessed at the unit level by a single rater (department managers), aggregation to the unit level was not necessary, and therefore neither are aggregation statistics.

**Customer satisfaction.** To assess customer satisfaction, we utilized the 11 items used by the participating organization. Department employees were rated by customers, for example, on friendliness and knowledge, and products were rated on freshness and availability. When the items were submitted to an exploratory factor analysis, four dimensions emerged: Satisfaction with people ($\alpha = .93$), product ($\alpha = .95$), place ($\alpha = .88$), and price (measured by a single item). The facet of customer satisfaction that is most relevant in the current study—and was therefore used in all analyses—is Customer Satisfaction with People, as employee attitudes and behaviors are not likely to influence the satisfaction that customers experience with price, product or place. As these data were provided to us already aggregated to the department level of analysis we do not have aggregation statistics available for them.

**Analyses**

In order to test the hypotheses, we conducted two latent variable structural equation models, one at the individual-level of analysis to test hypotheses 1-5, and another at the department level to test hypotheses 6 and 7. In the individual-level structural equation model used to examine the relationships between the HR Attribution scales and employee commitment and satisfaction, the non-independence of observations due to cluster sampling (within departments) was taken into account when computing standard errors and chi-square tests of
model fit. By doing so, we were able to avoid violating non-independence statistical assumptions, as is often the case when nested organizational data is examined without taking non-independence of observations into account (Hoffman, 2000). In both the individual-level and unit-level models, the indicators of the continuous latent variables were included in the model, and the MPlus software was used to analyze the data. Analyses were conducted only on departments with at least 4 respondents, in order to minimize instability in the data.

In addition, because it is not possible to collect employee attitude data from multiple sources, we attempted to address common method bias in the employee attitude data by conducting the Harman’s one-factor test, which is the most commonly used technique for addressing common method variance (Podsakoff, et al., 2003). We compared the one-factor Harman’s CFA solution to a four-factor solution for employee attitudes (3 factors for HR attributions and a combined attitudes factor) and found that the single-factor solution does not fit the data ($\chi^2_{(323)} = 7179.51$; CFI=.80; RMSEA=.09 SRMR=.12), and is indeed significantly worse ($\chi^2_{(7)}=4249.25$) than the four-factor solution ($\chi^2_{(316)}=2930.26$; CFI=.92; RMSEA=.06; SRMR=.06). Thus, we conclude that there is at least some evidence that a single method-driven factor does not adequately represent our data.

RESULTS

Descriptive Statistics

Means and standard deviations for the individual-level variables are displayed in Table 2, as well as correlations among the variables. Because the responses from employees within a department are likely to share some variance (or be characterized by “non-independence”) as a function of shared experiences, we present partial correlations that control for department. In Table 3, we present the means and standard deviations for the department-level variables, as well as the correlations among them. The correlations were conducted on data from departments with at least 4 respondents, which yielded a total of 362 departments, although department manager and customer satisfaction data were not available for all of those departments, thereby further reducing the sample size in some analyses.
Table 2  
Partial correlations among individual-level variables, controlling for department

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Quality &amp; employee enhancement HR Attribution</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Cost &amp; employee exploitation HR Attribution</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.38**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Union Compliance HR Attribution</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.17**</td>
<td>.56**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Affective Commitment</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>.61**</td>
<td>.25**</td>
<td>.09**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Satisfaction</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>.44**</td>
<td>.08**</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.50**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Combined Employee Attitudes</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>.63**</td>
<td>.24**</td>
<td>.08**</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**  p < .01  
N = 3188-3242 individuals, depending on the number of missing values for each correlation.

Table 3  
Correlations among unit-level variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Employee Attitudes (commitment &amp; satisfaction combined)</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. OCB—Helping dimension</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.13†(n=185)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. OCB—Conscientiousness dimension</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.16*(n=185)</td>
<td>.66**(n=185)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Customer satisfaction with people</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.09(n=109)</td>
<td>.28**(n=109)</td>
<td>.11(n=109)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*  p < .05  
**  p < .01  
†  p < .10

Test of study hypotheses

Due to the fact that the Service Quality (hypothesis 1) and Employee Well-being (hypothesis 3) HR Attributions were combined to create a single *Enhancing quality and employee HR Attribution*, and the Cost Reduction (hypothesis 2) and Exploiting Employees (hypothesis 4) HR Attributions were combined into a single *Exploiting costs and employees HR Attribution*, tests of hypotheses 1 and 3, and hypotheses 2 and 4, respectively, were combined. An individual-level structural equation model designed to test these hypotheses exhibited good fit ($\chi^2_{(313)}=2866.61; \text{CFI}=.93; \text{RMSEA}=.05; \text{SRMR}=.06$), and provided support for our
hypotheses. Consistent with the directionality of hypotheses 1 and 3, the *Enhancing quality and employee HR Attribution* was positively associated with employee attitudes (β = .70; \( p \leq .01 \)), and the *Exploiting costs and employees HR Attribution* was negatively associated with attitudes (β = -.06; \( p \leq .05 \)). *Union Compliance HR Attribution* was unrelated to attitudes (β = -.04; \( p \geq .05 \)). Significant paths are depicted with solid arrows, while non-significant ones appear as dashed arrows in Figure 2.

**Figure 2:**
Hypotheses 1-5 at the individual-level of analysis
\( \chi^2(313)=2866.61; \text{CFI}=.93; \text{RMSEA}=.05; \text{SRMR}=.06 \)

**HR Attributions**

- Hypotheses 1 & 3: *Quality & employee enhancement*
  - Quality & employee enhancement

- Hypotheses 2 & 4: *Cost & employee exploitation*
  - Quality & employee enhancement
  - Cost & employee exploitation

- Hypothesis 5: *Union Compliance*
  - Quality & employee enhancement
  - Cost & employee exploitation
  - Union Compliance
Prior to running analyses to test the department-level model, the variables were standardized by department type in order to rule out the possibility that observed results may be a function of between-department differences in the salience of the HR practices to the departments, to satisfaction or commitment, and so forth. Thus, all reported results are based on z-scores. The model shown in Figure 3 fit the data extremely well ($\chi^2_{(94)}=85.54; \text{CFI}=1.00; \text{RMSEA}=.00; \text{SRMR}=.05$). The path coefficients shown in Figure 3 support hypothesis 6, indicating that employee attitudes are positively associated with unit-level OCBs. Employee attitudes was significantly associated with both OCB-Helping ($\beta = .23; p \leq .05$) as well as OCB-Conscientiousness ($\beta = .25; p \leq .05$). In partial support of hypothesis 7, we found that OCB-Helping was significantly associated with customer satisfaction ($\beta = .54; p \leq .01$) but OCB-Conscientiousness was not ($\beta = -.28; p \geq .05$).
DISCUSSION

Overall, our results supported the notion that employees make attributions about the purpose(s) for the HR practices in their organization, and that these HR Attributions are differentially associated with attitudes. As expected, the attribution that HR practices are motivated by the organization’s concern for enhancing service quality and employee well-being was positively related to employee attitudes, the attribution focused on reducing costs and exploiting employees was negatively associated with attitudes, and the external attribution involving union compliance was not significantly associated with attitudes. In turn, unit-level attitudes were significantly associated with the two dimensions of OCBs, and OCB-Helping was significantly related to customer satisfaction. We believe that these findings have important theoretical, methodological, and practical implications.

These results support the idea that there are likely cross-level and emergent processes in organizations through which HR practices are associated with individual-level responses to those HR practices, which in turn emerge in conceptually meaningful ways at higher levels of analysis to be linked with group level performance. Most importantly, the results suggest that the same set of HR practices may not even exhibit similar effects within a single organization. The implication is that it’s not just the HR practices themselves, but rather also employees’ perceptions of those HR practices that are important for achieving desired organizational outcomes.

Theoretical Implications and Directions for Future Research

Our findings contribute to SHRM research and theory in a number of important ways. First, although a number of scholars have suggested that employees’ interpretations or attributions of HR practices are likely to play an important role in influencing the ultimate effect of HR practices, our study is among the first to provide evidence that this is the case. Our research confirms the argument made by Nishii and Wright (in press; Wright & Nishii, in press) that meaningful variability exists within organizations – in terms of employees’ perceptions of and reactions to HR practices – and that implicitly ignoring this variability by focusing on single
organizational respondents’ reports of HR practices in their organizations may be hurting our ability to understand the process through which HR practices become linked to performance. Our research suggest the utility of focusing more future SHRM research on the way that HR practices are enacted in organizations, as revealed in human perception and behavior, in addition to a focus on HR content and policy development (Purcell, 2005).

A second, related point is that researchers should take caution in relying on managers’ reports of HR practices. As Wright and Nishii (in press) suggested, there is likely to be a disconnect between intended HR practices as reported by managers and the effect of actual HR practices that is at least partially explained by differential meanings imposed on those practices by employees. Because managerial and employee reports of HR practices may differ in important ways, future researchers should explicitly recognize this distinction and acknowledge whether their focus is on intended versus actual and perceived HR practices, and the implications for SHRM theory therein.

Third, we believe that our findings may be informative for trying to disentangle some of the inconsistent findings to date regarding external fit. Specifically, equivocal findings about the benefits of aligning HR practices to business strategy may be explained in part by the commonly adopted methodology in which single respondents are asked to report on a firm’s HRM system and strategies. Such a methodology does not permit the researcher to examine employees’ attributions regarding the strategic goals underlying HR practices; yet, the degree to which employees understand the strategic goals underlying HR practices may impact the effectiveness of those HR practices (cf. Wright & Boswell, 2002). For example, when comparing two organizations with the same business strategy and set of HR practices, the relationship between HR practices and performance could be stronger in the organization in which employees’ attributions regarding the strategic goals underlying the HR practices are more closely aligned with the organization’s intended strategy.

Fourth, the construct of HR Attributions may also be useful when thinking about internal fit or alignment among HR practices. Given that a primary objective of internally aligning HR
practices is to send consistent messages to employees regarding the firm’s goals and expectations for employee behavior, it may be more appropriate to explore notions of internal fit from the employees’ perspective rather than rely on HR representatives’ assumptions or researchers’ calculations of internal fit. Indeed, it is reasonable to expect that in some cases, even if a firm’s HR practices appear to be internally consistent on paper, they may not be experienced as such by employees. From the employees’ perspective, alignment HR practices would be evidenced by coherence or consistency in the HRM-related messages that employees receive from the HR practices to which they are subject, as well as agreement across employees. More specifically, in an organization in which HR practices are internally aligned, one might expect employees’ attributions about HR practices to be rather uniform across the specific HR practices about which employees are asked to respond (e.g., training, staffing, pay, benefits, and scheduling, among others). In addition, there should be relatively little variability across employees and units regarding the attributions that are made for the firm’s HR practices. This was not the case for employees in the organization participating in our research. Future research that explores the potential moderating role of consistency in HR Attribution perceptions – both within individuals across HR practices, and across individuals within organizations – on the relationship between HR practices and performance would help to shed light on some of these issues.

Our research findings are suggestive of several additional avenues for future research. First, our data show that people’s attributions for the same HR practices differ, and that these differential attributions have implications for valued outcomes, and thus future research that examines the antecedents of people’s attributions is necessary. Given that the way that objects are perceived by individuals depends on attributes of the object itself, the context within which it is perceived, and the characteristics of the perceiver (Brunswik, 1956), research should focus on identifying the attributes of HR practices that are particularly salient or informative as far as attributions are concerned (e.g., is it the design of HR practices, the message that they tell relative to other communications from management, or the fairness with which they are
implemented within the organization?), other contextual cues that are particularly influential in the attribution process (Bruner, 1957; Kelley & Michela, 1980), and the individual difference factors that contribute to variability in people’s HR attributions (Golding & Rorer, 1972). Indeed, it is possible that people’s HR attributions are influenced as much by individual difference factors (e.g., personality, values, goals, needs, social roles, past experiences, competencies, expectancies) as by organizational practice, as people’s attributions will be based on how they selectively attend to information regarding HR practices as well as how they process that information; specifically, differences in the criteria according to which HR practices are judged (Mischel & Shoda, 1995). Although we interpreted the factor structure of internal HR attributions to represent a “quality and employee enhancement HR attribution” and a “cost and employee exploitation HR attribution,” we cannot rule out the possibility that the positive and negative HR attribution factors, respectively, may be driven by positive and negative affectivity on the part of respondents4. Thus, future research that teases apart the relative contributions of individual and organizational factors that influence employees’ HR attributions would be valuable.

As our discussion of the individual-level antecedents of HR attributions suggest, we conceptualized HR attributions as an individual-level phenomenon in this study. Indeed, aggregation statistics confirmed that HR attributions were not sufficiently shared among department members so as to represent a meaningful unit-level construct. However, it is entirely possible for HR Attributions to emerge as a group-level construct in other organizational contexts. The extent to which group members come to share their HR attributions is likely a function of the quantity and quality of social interaction patterns within the group that affect the extent of group sensemaking that takes place (Weick, 1995). These social interaction patterns may be influenced by the level of task interdependence, interpersonal liking, and group diversity within a group, as well as the degree of shared context, leadership, roles, norms, or task goals (James, Joyce & Slocum, 1998; Kozlowski & Hattrup, 1992). When group members engage in extensive social interactions and collectively make sense of their organizational environments, they are likely to share organizational assumptions and mutually influence the way that they
perceive HR practices. Thus, while we theorize HR attributions as originating in the psychological processes of individuals, group conditions may lead some groups to coalesce more than other groups in their perceptions of HR Attributions. Future research that further explores the emergence of HR attributions as a group-level construct would be informative.

Bowen and Ostroff (2004)'s model of the features of HR systems that influence employees' perceptions of HR practices is untested, and thus future research is needed to examine whether their model may be useful for understanding the antecedents of employees' attributions regarding the why of HR practices. We expect some aspects of their model to be informative for understanding the antecedents of HR attributions. For example, we expect that variability across employees' HR attributions should be reduced when communication regarding HR is unambiguous. As might be expected based on social psychological theories of attitude formation and change (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993), we expect HR attributions to be shaped by the volume, presentation, and timing of discrepant information regarding HR practices, such that HR attributions should be most widely shared when thorough and unambiguous information is presented to employees early in their tenure at an organization when they are especially motivated to attend to information about organizational practices. Furthermore, we expect that such HR information will be more influential in the formation of employees' HR attributions when the source of that information is credible (e.g., when the HR function is seen as a legitimate authority, Bowen & Ostroff, 2004). When organizational communicators are not seen as credible, then employees may be more likely to rely on their own subjective perceptions as well as those of their coworkers when interpreting HR practices. Although early attribution theory assumed that the social perceiver engaged in attributional processes alone, later theorists recognized the likelihood that social perceivers turn to others for explanations when trying to determine the cause of a behavior or event (e.g., Antaki, 1985). When employees engage in collective sensemaking they will come to share their HR attributions. Future research, preferably utilizing data collected from multiple organizations to take advantage of between-
organization variability, should explore the processes through which employees share HR attributions, and the effects associated with weakly versus strongly shared attributions.

It is also reasonable to expect that when faced with attributional uncertainty, employees might turn to their more knowledgeable managers for explanations about the HR practices. Thus, future research that examines the influence of managers’ HR attributions on the attributions of their employees, as well as the interaction of the two, would be valuable. An interesting possibility is that due to the actor-observer effect, which is the tendency to attribute others’ behavior to dispositional factors but one’s own behavior to situational ones (Jones & Nisbett, 1972), managers and employees may be predisposed to make differing attributions regarding HR practices. This of course assumes that employees perceive managers as implementers of HR practices, which some research suggests they do (Zohar, 2000; Zohar & Luria, 2004). When managers are perceived as the actor, or as the implementer of HR practices, then employees are likely to attribute dispositional factors as underlying the design and implementation of HR practices (e.g., manager is fair, caring, etc.) and may be unable to see other possible explanations for HR practices. However, other, situational explanations may exist for HR practices, explanations which are perceptible to managers and HR professionals. Such divergence in attributions between managers and their subordinates may be problematic, as discrepant attributions have been associated with greater subordinate dissatisfaction (Wexley, Alexander, Greenawalt, & Couch, 1980) and may also be related to greater conflict between managers and subordinates (Martinko & Gardner, 1987). Thus, future research would benefit from examining whether such actor-observer differences in HR attributions exist, and if they do, examine how they interact in affecting employee attitudes and behavior. Such differences may partially account for varying reports of HR practices as perceived by HR professionals, managers, and employees. Nevertheless, because individuals act based on their own perceptions, assessing employees’ HR attributions is critical.

It would also be valuable to examine the conditions under which employees are motivated to seek information about the underlying goals of management that drive HR
practices. Bowen and Ostroff (2004) suggest that this is most likely when employees perceive that they are dependent on HR practices for attaining their personal goals. We expect employees to always perceive HR practices as being relevant for them, but it may be that employees’ greater ongoing dependency on some practices (e.g. pay, benefits, scheduling) than others (e.g., selection) may make them more likely to attend to information surrounding those HR practices than others when making their HR attributions. In addition, it is possible that people may be cognitively predisposed to make internal HR attributions much more often than external HR attributions. This tendency, referred to as the fundamental attribution error (Ross, 1977), is well documented. One explanation for this bias is that dispositional attributions occur rather spontaneously, while collecting situational information that might provide alternative explanations for behavior/events is often more cognitively taxing (Gilbert, Pelham, & Krull, 1988). This is consistent with what we learned in our focus groups, in which employees told us that they would have a hard time considering the attribution that HR practices were designed in response to institutional pressures (i.e., management adopts the HR practices that it does to be consistent with peer companies), since they know little about the HR practices employed by peer companies. Thus, when important situational factors are at play, extra communication efforts may be required to make them salient to employees. It is, however, possible that in other organizations – such as those that are known for their HR practices or which are dominated by knowledge workers – employees may be more familiar with institutional norms surrounding HR practices, and that therefore external attributions related to institutional pressures would be more prevalent. Research aimed at understanding these nuances, and their implications for organizational communication efforts, would be beneficial.

Finally, future research should consider cross-cultural extensions of our theory. For example, research (e.g., Fletcher & Ward, 1988) has shown that the fundamental attribution error is much less common in collectivistic cultures such as Japan, perhaps suggesting that external HR attributions may be more common in those cultures. If this were the case, it may be that HR attributions may play a smaller role in impacting employee attitudes and behaviors in
collectivistic than individualistic cultures. Or, it could also be the case that in collectivistic cultures, in which responding to situational demands is paramount, external attributions that reflect such pressures will be more influential for employee attitudes and behaviors. This, as well as other cross-cultural extensions of our theory, would be worthwhile to explore.

**Practical Implications**

The goal of HRM is to design and implement HR practices in a way that leads to desired employee attitudes and performance. The question that should be of interest to HR practitioners, therefore, is whether a firm’s HR practices are successfully accomplishing these goals as intended, and if not, to identify the factors that might be responsible. By testing a cross-level model that linked employees’ subjective attributions of HR practices to their attitudes and behaviors, and ultimately to customer satisfaction, we showed that employees’ HR attributions may at least partially account for the varied success with which HR practices ultimately impact organizational performance. For HR practitioners, this suggests that assessing HR attributions can provide valuable information about why HR practices have or have not accomplished organizational goals as intended. Rather than focusing solely on managerial assessments of fit among HR practices, our results suggest the benefits of shifting attention to employee assessments of fit. Doing so may help illuminate problematic areas that are not viewed as problematic by managers but are perceived as so by employees. By closely examining employees’ HR attributions practitioners can get a sense for whether some HR practices, but not others, may be to blame. In doing so, it would be important to examine not only the mean HR attributions made, but also the variance in those attributions. For a particular HR attribution desired by management, it may be that there is great variability across HR practices in the extent to which employees perceive that attribution to be relevant, or it could be that there is great variability across employees in the extent to which they perceive the attribution to be a driver of HR practices.

The former case might be indicative of a lack of alignment across HR practices in the messages that they send, suggesting that it would be best to revise either the “problematic” HR
practices themselves or the communication surrounding those HR practices. In the latter case, however, it would be important for management to understand the correlates of those differences in employees’ HR attributions. For example, do employees in different locations have different sets of attributions, and with what can those differences be correlated? Employee attributions might diverge due to differences in the way that the HR practices are being implemented across units by managers, for example (Zohar, 2000). In such cases, identifying the particular units in which employee attributions are problematic, and assessing the contextual and managerial factors that may be to blame would be helpful. Depending on the correlates, the interventions likely to be effective will vary. The insights afforded by examining employees’ HR attributions, as we just highlighted, suggest that organizations might benefit from expanding the way they view employee attitude surveys. Rather than focusing solely on employees’ attitudes (i.e., “engagement”), expanding employee surveys to also focus on employees’ perceptions of HR practices would provide more actionable items on which to leverage organizational change efforts.

More generally, based on research which indicates that an effect is attributed to the cause that is most salient to perceivers (McArthur & Post, 1977; Taylor & Riske, 1975), it seems it would behoove organizations to communicate the intentions of HR practices to employees in an unambiguous and salient manner, both through formal organizational communications and also more indirectly through line managers. Open communication between managers and their employees should help to not only communicate management’s intentions to employees thereby facilitating desired attributions, but also expose the alternative perspectives and attributions that are held by employees so that they can subsequently be addressed by management. An added benefit of increased dialogue between managers and their employees is that it should help align managers’ and employees’ attributions (Martinko & Gardner, 1987), thereby reducing the negative outcomes associated with divergent attributions mentioned previously (i.e., reduced satisfaction and increased conflict).
In addition, given research which suggests there is a primacy bias in the causes to which people attribute events (Jones, et al., 1968; Ross et al., 1975), organizations should pay special attention to the role of recruitment experiences and new employee orientation programs in shaping employees’ HR attributions. Generally speaking, when faced with potentially ambiguous stimuli, perceivers scan and interpret available information until an attribution can be made, after which information tends to be disregarded or assimilated into previously made attributions. Thus, employees should be most motivated to seek explanations for HR practices when they first join a company. Differences in the ways that individuals experience entry into the organization may give rise to differential attributions, which, once formed, may be resistant to change in much the same way as other causal schemas (Ross & Lepper, 1980).

In addition, theories of cognitive homeostasis suggest that experiences with disequilibrium stimulate cognitive reevaluation; thus, organizational change events that alter the organizational landscape are likely to stimulate attributional processes on the part of employees. Indeed, scholars have argued that successful organizational change requires cognitive reframing, or the break-down of old schemas in order to build new schemas that cognitively accommodate the ongoing changes in the external organizational environment (Labianca, Gray, & Brass, 2000; Sottolano, 2001). This suggests the importance of framing change efforts in ways that stimulate desirable employee attributions regarding the reasons for organizational change (Rousseau & Tijoriwala, 1999), for these change-related attributions are likely to be closely aligned with employees’ re-assessments of their HR attributions.

Limitations

As with any study, the results of this study must be viewed in light of its limitations. First, it is possible that some of the reported results are inflated by single-source response bias. Nevertheless, there are several reason why we believe that response bias may not be a big concern in the current study. First, we used department manager reports of OCBs rather than employee reports of OCBs in order to control for response bias, and thus only the paths involving the HR Attributions and attitudes may be in question. Second, the construct of HR
Attributions is conceptually distinct from employee commitment and satisfaction, and thus there is less concern about response bias than there would be if the two constructs being related were highly similar (e.g. positive affect and satisfaction). This was supported by the results of the Harman’s one-factor test, which we reported previously. Third, recent literature suggests that common method variance is not as prevalent as researchers once assumed (e.g., Crampton & Wagner, 1994; Lindell & Whitney, 2001; Spector, 1987; 1994), and is very seldom a severe enough issue to invalidate research findings (e.g., Doty & Glick, 1998). Spector (2006), for example, argues that the seemingly automatic criticism of cross-sectional self-report data as being inflated is simply unfounded, as there are few scientific data to unequivocally support the notion that common method alone is sufficient to produce biases, and there is ample data to refute this notion. According to Spector’s (2006) reasoning, if common method variance were as serious a problem as some argue, then we should expect to see all variables measured with the same self-report survey to exhibit systematically inflated correlations. In our individual-level data, however, this was not the case.\(^5\)

Another limitation is that because of the cross-sectional nature of the data, questions regarding causality remain unanswered. Thus, for example, it was not possible to test for the possibility that employee attitudes might influence their HR Attributions. It could be, for example, that when people feel dissatisfied with their job and lack organizational identification, they perceive that the organization must not care about them and therefore they make negative attributions about their firm’s HR practices. In other words, employees’ positive or negative attitudes may provide a lens through which they perceive and attach meaning to organizational activities such as HR practices. Also possible is for customer satisfaction to influence employees’ HR Attributions such that high customer satisfaction ratings lead to the attribution that HR practices must be designed with the goal of Service Quality in mind. Future research that incorporates longitudinal data is necessary to test these various alternatives, with perhaps the most likely outcome being that these are reciprocating systems issues (Schneider et al., 1998).
Indeed, similar criticisms have been made of attribution theories more generally, as most research has treated attributions as being associated with attitudinal consequences in a linear fashion, with attributions influencing attitudes as we have depicted in our model. Some scholars, however, have recognized that the relationship between attributions and their consequences is likely much more cyclical and ongoing, such that properties of an attribution elicit certain attitudes and behaviors that in turn influence subsequent information antecedents of future attributions, often in self-confirming ways (e.g., Kelley & Michela, 1980). Thus, for example, an employee who is highly committed to an organization and performs many OCBs in response to the attribution that HR practices are motivated by management’s concern for quality and employee enhancement may be more likely to elicit attitudes and behaviors on the part of his/her manager that confirm the attribution that management cares for employees. If this were the case, it suggests once more the importance of attending to the HR attributions that are formed during newcomer orientation, as attributions may be difficult to alter once formed. Nevertheless, future research designed to examine the evolving nature of HR attributions over time would be extremely beneficial, both in relation to this specific theory and to attribution theory more generally.

Third, because we chose to test our model within a single organization, we were unable to test the relationship between actual HR practices and HR Attributions. Future research that examines whether HR Attributions play a mediating or moderating role in the relationship between HR practices and organizational performance would be valuable. It may be that certain “high performance work practices” that are internally aligned always lead to certain HR Attributions, in which case HR Attributions would play a mediating role. However, because HR practices are interpreted within the context of a vast array of other organizational information and HR Attributions are influenced by employees’ individual cognitions, it is more likely that employees will vary in the attributions that they make for HR practices. This might suggest that the relationship between HR practices and performance is moderated by HR Attributions such
that only when HR practices are attributed in certain ways do the HR practices lead to organizational performance in desired and expected ways.

Fourth, we were unable to test all of our study hypotheses simultaneously in a single model. Because our independent variables are at the individual-level of analysis and our outcome variables at the department-level, the only viable approach for doing so would have been to test our entire model at the department-level of analysis (Hofmann, Griffin, & Gavin, 2000). Unfortunately, however, aggregation statistics for the HR attributions did not provide sufficient support for aggregating the attributions to the department level of analysis. We were thus constrained to test our hypotheses using one individual-level and one department-level model.

Finally, the HR practices about which respondents were asked to report in the current study were chosen for their appropriateness in the participating organization. The HR Attribution items may have to be modified for use in other organizations in order to cover the range of HR practices that would be appropriate in those samples. For example, other HR practices of interest might include policies regarding work/family balance or flexible work schedules, performance appraisals, promotion policies, employee assistance programs, and diversity policies. Because we drew from existing SHRM research and piloted our HR attributions with multiple samples, we expect that the construct of HR attributions will be generalizable to other organizations and industries, and that the specific HR attributions that we examined in this study will provide a good foundation for future research. Nevertheless, because people are thought to rely on domain-specific knowledge structures to define likely causes for particular events (Hilton & Slugoski, 1986), we recognize the possibility that there may be causal explanations, or HR attributions, that are relevant in other organizations and industries that were not for employees in the current organization.

Conclusion

Despite these limitations, we believe that the results of this study provide important insights into the underlying process by which HR practices become reflected in employee
attitudes and behaviors, as well as customer satisfaction. As expected based on psychological
theories concerning individual differences in cognition, affect, and motivation, employees did not
respond uniformly to the same set of HR practices. And while additional research that builds on
this study and further explores the notion of HR Attributions is certainly needed, this study
provides a useful starting point for future efforts in a similar vein to explore the impact of HR
practices on employees and organizations.
Footnotes

1. Focus groups with executive managers confirmed the appropriateness of the department, rather than the store, as the unit level of analysis. Many of the organization’s structures and activities (e.g., accounting, employee attitude surveys, customer satisfaction measures) are centered on the department rather than the store level of analysis, and employees tend to interact mainly with other employees within their department rather than with members of other departments within their stores. Moreover, a comparison of aggregation statistic indicated that for almost all of the individual level data, ICC(1) and rwg statistics are considerably higher when aggregating to the department rather than store level of analysis. ICC(2) values, however, which increase with group size (Bliese, 2000) tended to be similar for the department and store levels of analysis.

2. A look at the aggregation statistics for commitment and satisfaction separately suggests that the low ICC-(2) value may be driven in large part by the low ICC-(2) value for the satisfaction item. While the aggregation statistics for affective commitment were all within or close to recommended ranges (the ICC-(1) was .07, the ICC-(2) was .58, and the mean rwg was .53), the values for the single-item measure of satisfaction were lower (the ICC-(1) value was .03, and the ICC-(2) value was .33, while the mean rwg value across departments was .60). The $F$ test for both commitment ($F_{(361, 2872)} = 1.53; p<.01$) and satisfaction ($F_{(361, 2828)} = 1.31; p<.01$) were significant.

3. Non-independence was taken into account by using the TYPE=COMPLEX analysis command in MPlus, which estimates parameters by maximizing a weighted log likelihood function, and computes standard errors using a sandwich estimator.

4. Past research suggests that the possibility that positive/negative affectivity or cynicism is a universal source of common method variance in self-report data is quite low (Spector, 2006), and that even though negative affectivity may be related to organizational variables, it has little impact on the relations among organizational variables (Chan, 2001; Williams & Anderson, 1994).

5. If common method bias were this severe a problem, then in our data, we would expect to see all of the 25 HR attribution items, 4 affective commitment items, and the employee satisfaction item to be correlated by virtue of their shared measurement method (i.e., same self-report survey). However, this was not the case; despite very strong power to detect significant differences (N= 3154-3218 depending on the analyses), there were 19 correlations among these variables that were not significant, and furthermore, of the correlations that were significant, 42% of them were smaller than .20, further suggesting that common method variance is not a universal inflator of correlations (Spector, 2006).

6. For the Quality & employee enhancement HR attribution, ICC(1)=.07, ICC(2)=.53 and rwg=.74; for the Cost & employee exploitation HR attribution, ICC(1)=.02, ICC(2)=.19, and rwg=.58; and for the Union compliance HR attribution, ICC(1)=.02, ICC(2)=.15, and rwg=.40. Not surprisingly, a structural equation model testing all hypotheses simultaneously at the department-level of analysis exhibited poor fit ($\chi^2_{(761)}=1265.87; CFI=.81; RMSEA=.09; SRMR=.11$)
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Appendix 1

HR Attribution scale items

Directions: In this section, we would like to know your opinions about why your company has the personnel policies and practices it has. Please tell us the extent to which you agree with each of the statements below.

[Company name] provides employees the training that it does:
1. in order to help employees deliver quality service to customers.
2. so that employees will feel valued and respected—to promote employee well-being.
3. to try to keep costs down.
4. because they are required to by the union contract.
5. in order to get the most work out of employees.

[Company name] provides employees the benefits that it does (e.g., health care, retirement plans):
1. in order to help employees deliver quality service to customers.
2. so that employees will feel valued and respected—to promote employee well-being.
3. to try to keep costs down.
4. because they are required to by the union contract.
5. in order to get the most work out of employees.

[Company name] makes the hiring choices that it does (i.e., the number and quality of people hired):
1. in order to help employees deliver quality service to customers.
2. so that employees will feel valued and respected—to promote employee well-being.
3. to try to keep costs down.
4. because they are required to by the union contract.
5. in order to get the most work out of employees.

[Company name] pays its employees what it does:
1. in order to help employees deliver quality service to customers.
2. so that employees will feel valued and respected—to promote employee well-being.
3. to try to keep costs down.
4. because they are required to by the union contract.
5. in order to get the most work out of employees.

[Company name] schedules employees the way it does (hours, flexibility, leave policies):
1. in order to help employees deliver quality service to customers.
2. so that employees will feel valued and respected—to promote employee well-being.
3. to try to keep costs down.
4. because they are required to by the union contract.
5. in order to get the most work out of employees.